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PAINTING

Artistry offers regular weekly painting classes 
in Oil, Acrylic, Watercolor, and Pastels, as well 
as special workshops and master classes 
featuring guest artists. First-time students 
are offered several options for beginning 
their painting education, while continuing and 
advanced students find both the support and 
challenge they seek as they hone skills. With 
day and evening offerings, as well as shorter 
weekend opportunities, we have something to 
fit every schedule. Our caring teaching artists 
use a student-centered approach to bring a 
personalized experience to each class meeting.

PAINTING: WATERCOLOR

Watercolor Painting: Beyond the 
Beginner   #1070
Marian Alstad
This class is geared toward the painter 
who needs support and encouragement to 
continue learning and to move beyond basic 
watercolor skills. Teacher demonstrations and 
skills projects will include studies in flowers, 
still life, landscapes, and more. Marian is 
considered by many of her students to be the 
“watercolor guru” and spends a great deal of 
time individually working with each of them 
on specific goals and challenges. Please bring 
painting supplies to the first class meeting. 
Fridays, JUN 14 – JUL 19  
(no class JUL 5) 
9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  (5 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM

PAINTING: OIL & ACRYLIC

Summer Acrylic for All   #1049 
Ann Solyst
This welcoming and relaxed class will cater to 
your individual painting needs. Whether you 
are picking up a brush for the first time or you 
are an experienced painter seeking feedback 
and community, this class provides you with 
individual support and hands-on instruction 
in acrylic as you work on a painting of your 
choice. During class you can explore your 
individual style and talk with fellow art students, 
or simply have some dedicated time to paint 
and reach out for guidance as you desire. Bring 
your own painting supplies.
Mondays, AUG 5 – 26 
1:00 – 3:30 p.m.  (4 weeks)
$89/M; $99/NM

All Levels Oil and Acrylic   #1047
Kathryn D’Elia
Whether you’re new to painting or refining your 
skills, this class will help you focus on your 
painting goals while developing your artistic 
voice. Beginning students will have fun as they 
learn basic art concepts including color theory, 
value, shading, use of line and shape, and 
designing interesting compositions. Technical 
skill instruction will include brush handling 
techniques, color mixing, how to paint with a 
palette knife, and more. Experienced students 
will be challenged to take risks and develop 
the expressive and conceptual power of their 
work. Weekly demonstrations as well as class 
critiques and individual mentoring will support 
the progress of all levels of students. See list of 
supplies.  
Section A:  Thursdays, JUN 13 – JUL 18  
(no class JUL 4)
6:30 – 9:00 p.m.  (5 sessions)
$112/M; $124/NM
Section B:  Thursdays, JUL 25 – AUG 29
6:30 – 9:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM
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Representational Painting in Oil & 
Acrylic   #1025   
David Cunningham
This class will cover the fundamental principles 
of representational painting and composition 
with a focus on creating a sense of depth in 
your work. Instruction will consist of one-on-
one critiques. The class is designed for oil and 
acrylic painters of all levels who want to take 
their work to the next level, and will focus on all 
aspects of painting including materials, set-up, 
color mixing, various paint application methods, 
and techniques. Emphasis will be on helping 
students to discover their own personal style 
and process in creating their work. See list of 
supplies.  
Section A:  Wednesdays, JUN 12 – JUL 17
Section B:  Wednesdays, JUL 24 – AUG 28
6:30 – 9:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM

PAINTING: PASTELS

Impressionistic Landscape Painting in 
Pastels   #1080 
Doug House
Has your spirit ever been elevated to new 
heights by listening to great music or by being 
witness to a wondrous landscape and wishing 
you could create that beauty by painting? Well 
you can! In these classes we will discover the 
techniques the Great Masters used to make 
their paintings stand the test of time. Doug's 
inspirational demonstrations will bring a new 
vision of beauty and simplicity into your life and 
your work. Students will learn how to create 
wonderful landscapes using color, perspective, 
detail, and thoughtfully developed composition, 
practicing and exploring various techniques 
with individualized advice and focused 
direction. Students will complete this class with 
at least one beautifully finished painting. See 
list of supplies.  
Section A:  Wednesdays, JUN 12 – JUL 17
Section B:  Wednesdays, JUL 24 – AUG 28
9:00 – 11:30 a.m.  (6 sessions) 
$134/M; $149/NM

WORKSHOPS: PAINTING AND MIXED 
MEDIA

WORKSHOP: Let’s Start Painting   #1083      
Holly Stone
Painting made easy – that’s our goal. We’ll 
supply all of your materials as you learn basic 
skills in acrylic, watercolor, and pastels in a 
welcoming and nurturing environment great for 
beginners or those who need a back-to-basics 
experience. Use this class as a springboard to 
prepare you for other classes that pique your 
interest, and as an opportunity to meet other 
artistically interested individuals.
Session A: Wednesdays, JUN 12 – 26 
Session B: Wednesdays, JUL 24 – AUG 7
9:30 a.m. – noon  (3 sessions)
$77/M; $85/NM (supplies included) 
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WORKSHOP: Negative Painting with 
Watercolor   #1560
Sandra Muzzy
Negative painting is technique that allows you 
to define a shape or object by painting around 
it instead of painting the shape, or object itself. 
Using traditional watercolor techniques we 
will start with light washes, gradually getting 
darker as we define the subject by painting 
the negative space AROUND it. Although this 
is not an easy technique to initially wrap your 
head around, once you have made the leap 
into negative painting it will open up numerous 
possibilities for adding depth and interest in 
your art. Some previous watercolor experience 
is necessary. Bring your regular watercolor 
paints and a sheet of 140lb Arches cold press 
watercolor paper to the first class. See list of 
supplies. 
Wednesdays, JUL 10, 17, and 24
1:00 – 4:00 p.m.  (3 sessions)
$88/M; $97/NM

WORKSHOP: Summer Watercolors    
David Smith
Celebrate the season with summer inspired 
watercolor subjects including lakes, boats, 
and beaches. In this workshop you will learn 
manageable techniques to tackle complex 
subjects such as waves and reflections while 
developing masterpieces step-by-step. The 
approaches will be taught in the studio but can 
be applied in the outdoors as well. Participants 
will be provided with a drawing guide/sketch 
to transfer from, a reference photo, a typed 
outline (so you can focus on instruction vs 
taking notes), and step- by-step instruction 
through all stages of the paintings. David uses 
a video camera to project the demonstration 
so everyone will have a great view. See list of 
supplies.
Saturday, JUL 13 and Sunday, JUL 14
9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.  (2 sessions)
$160/M; $175/NM (1 hour lunch break)
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WORKSHOP: Watercolor and Color Pencil   
#1549 
Carl Oltvedt
This combination of fluid and dry media allows 
endless creative possibilities for artists. You 
can work freely in layers beginning with either 
watercolor or traditional (insoluble) color pencil.  
Watercolor gives an artist the opportunity to 
work fluidly with broad washes, while color 
pencil lends itself to smaller mark making and 
layering. Discover the amazing opportunities 
combining these mediums offers. From learning 
how watercolor washes can be applied over 
color pencil, which will act as a resist to the 
color wash to examining the effect of applying 
color pencil over watercolor when it is dry, which 
can enrichen textural development to using 
watercolor pencil as an additional textural tool, 
the possibilities are fascinating and the results 
will enrich your art-making whatever your level. 
Please see supply list.
Saturday, AUG 3
1:00 – 5:00 p.m.  (1 session)
$ 66/M; $72/NM

WORKSHOP: Watercolor and Pastel   
#1550 
Carl Oltvedt
Watercolor and pastel have long individual 
histories in visual art as media favored by artists 
to explore ideas with color in a more immediate/
direct manner than oil, fresco, encaustic, egg 
tempera, and, more recently, acrylic media 
usually allow. In this one-day workshop, 
students will learn individual characteristics 
of the two mediums through lecture and 
demonstrations. The class will then focus on 
the wonderful textural and expressive potential 
watercolor and pastel have when used together. 
Please see supply list.   
Saturday, AUG 17
1:00 – 5:00 p.m.  (1 session)
$ 66/M; $72/NM 

WORKSHOP: 
Ruby-throated 
Hummingbird 
in Pastels   
#1525
Ann Solyst
Explore the 
lush delicacy 
of hard pastels 

while learning how to draw a Ruby-throated 
Hummingbird. Although sometimes overlooked, 
hard pastel is a portable, versatile medium with 
a dynamic, painterly quality akin to oil painting. 
Whether you are familiar with hard pastels or 
you have never picked up a pastel in your life 
this workshop will provide you with helpful tools 
to explore your artistic side. Explore and practice 
fundamentals of drawing, such as line, form, and 
color theory using hard pastels, then use these 
skills to create a finished drawing. Those who 
feel confident can dive into the drawing at their 
own pace while those feeling unsure about how 
to proceed can follow along with step-by-step 
instruction on how to draw this lovely Ruby-
throated Hummingbird. Please see supply list. 
Bring a bag lunch. 
Saturday, JUN 22
10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. (1 session)
$75/M; $84/NM
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WORKSHOP: Art, Meditation, and 
Mindfulness   #1559
Holly Stone
In this class, we will utilize both art and 
meditation exercises to create intuitive, 
intensely personal pieces of art. In this culture 
we have a tendency to be very, very busy - 
and very much “in our heads.” This class is 
designed to help you slow down, be mindful, 
and use your intuitive mental state to create 
personal, inspired pieces of art. Projects/
techniques may include mandalas, collage, 
labyrinths, Zentangle and more. Students will 
use a variety of media in this class, including 
paint and dry media.    
Wednesdays, JUN 12 – 26
1:00 – 3:30 p.m.  (3 sessions) 
$77/M; $85/NM (supplies included)

WORKSHOP: Exploring Color through 
Mandalas   #1099 
Holly Stone
In this workshop, we will explore different 
cultural meanings and traditions of color 
and do exercises designed to increase your 
awareness of personal meanings of color. Using 
the ancient structure of a mandala (sacred 
circle symbolizing the universe) you will explore 
color choices and personal meaning as you 
design your own work of art. Mandalas may be 
highly detailed or expressive and loose. Here 
is a great opportunity to explore this age old 
tradition and enjoy the peace that connecting to 
these ancient art forms can bring. Students will 
use a variety of media in this class, including 
paint and dry media.   
Wednesdays, JUL 24 – AUG 7 
1:00 – 3:30 p.m.  (3 sessions)
$77/M; $85/NM (supplies included)

WORKSHOP: Introduction to Art 
Journaling   #1537
Molly Anthony
An art (or visual) journal is a place to collect 
ideas, record memories and thoughts, 
experiment with supplies and begin projects. 
It is a safe place to express ourselves and just 
have fun and play. These journals can begin as 
sketchbooks, notebooks or even an old book 
and then be filled with paint, collage, sketches 
and words. The possibilities for art journaling 
are endless and can be a bit overwhelming, 
but you really only need a few basic supplies to 
get started. In this workshop, we’ll discuss how 
to choose your journal, ways to prepare your 
pages, go over all the options for supplies and 
learn how to pack a travel kit so you can take 
your art journal with you around town or on 
vacation. You will only need to bring a journal 
(any kind will do – sketchbook, notebook, or 
an old book such as fiction, children’s book, or 
cookbook). All other supplies will be provided.
Saturday, JUL 27 
9:30 – noon  (1 session)
$54/M; $59/NM (most supplies included)
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DRAWING

Drawing is the foundation upon which many 
other art skills rely. With weekly class options in 
drawing for students at all skill levels, Artistry 
provides the space and support beginners need 
to tackle the basics, while giving experienced 
students opportunities for advancement. We 
also offer specialized classes and workshops to 
enhance your drawing toolbox. 

Very Beginning Drawing and Beyond   
#1122
Kathy Litwin
Good drawing is the basis for all two- and 
three-dimensional artwork. This class is for 
individuals who have never drawn before and 
those who have been away from drawing 
for a while. Line, contour, scribble, and blind 
contour drawing will be taught, along with 
one-point perspective. The drawings will be 
done primarily in pencil, but class will also work 
with charcoal. Students will learn about shapes, 
value, form, and composition. 
Wednesdays, JUN 12 – JUL 17
9:30 a.m. – noon  (6 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM

Beginning Drawing: Learning How to See   
#1101
Sara Church
This class is about the act of looking, and 
learning how to draw what one sees. Students 
will focus on using different kinds of line and 
traditional shading techniques with drawing 
pencils, while engaged in observational drawing. 
Later class weeks will provide opportunities 
to expand in variety the kind and approaches 
of dry drawing media and also expand the 
subject matter to include more complex still-life, 
interior spaces, and/or basic portrait. Basic 
visual concepts will be introduced for the first 
three weeks, followed by more individual choice 
projects. See list of supplies.
Mondays, JUL 22 – AUG 26
1:30 – 4:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM

Continuing Drawing   #1105  
Sara Church
Continuing Drawing assumes that students 
have had some previous drawing experience 
either through a class or personal exploration. 
Students will continue to explore a variety 
of dry and wet drawing materials and gain 
skills in direct observation through provided 
lessons and subject matter. Subject matter will 
expand to include more figurative study. Basic 
visual concepts will be introduced during both 
sessions for the first three weeks, followed 
by more individual choice projects. See list of 
supplies. 
Mondays, JUL 22 – AUG 26  
4:00 – 6:30 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM

Drawing in Color   #1116
Sara Church
Color has a profound effect on us, even though 
we may not be aware of it. Every day our 
emotions, moods, mental acuity, and even 
physical sensations are influenced by the colors 
we see. This class will teach you how to use 
color in your drawings to add emotion, drama, 
interest, and appeal. This class is for those 
who want to add color in to their work or draw 
expressly with color. Instruction will help you 
to understand color (the relationship between 
color and value, how color effects perspective, 
emotional expression, etc.) and how to use it 
better in your work. Projects will range from 
imaginative to observational. Students should 
bring their own drawing paper pad and choice 
of color drawing instruments to class - be they 
color pencils, watercolor pencils, soft or hard 
pastels, oil pastels or color inks.  See list of 
supplies. 
Thursdays, JUL 25 – AUG 29
1:30 – 4:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$134/M; $149/NM A
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CLAY

Artistry’s Clay program offers weekly classes 
for ages 16+ in functional and sculptural 
ceramics as well as special workshops 
focused on special projects, processes, forms, 
or surface decoration. Clay classes include 
daytime and evening options for first-time 
students through advanced ceramic artists 
with experienced, supportive teaching artists, 
plus generous open studio hours to continue 
work outside class. Additionally, we offer 
opportunities for youth and families to explore 
and learn in the Clay Studio with fun weekend 
workshops. Visit artistrymn.org to learn details 
about the Artistry Clay Studio. 

Beginning Wheel Throwing   #1625
Erin Holt
Learn how to throw pots on the wheel in this 
introductory class for anyone new to clay 
or hoping to gain expertise wheel throwing. 
Receive supportive instruction in centering, 
opening, raising the wall, shaping, and 
trimming, while exploring form and function. 
Enjoy helpful demonstrations by the instructor, 
guidance in basic glazing, and lots of one-
on-one attention. This class will provide all 
necessary tools, one bag of clay, and $20 in 
firing fees as a part of the tuition. 
Thursdays, AUG 1 – 29
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.  (5 sessions)
$167/M; $189/NM (includes one bag of clay 
and $20 in firing tickets)

Clay Exploration and Investigation  
Erin Paradis
Open to students at any level, this class will 
foster development of specific projects each 
student wants to explore with the aid and 
one-on-one attention from the instructor. From 
wheel thrown forms, hand built objects, and a 
closer look at glazing techniques, each student 
will be given enough instruction to help them 
realize their ideas they want to create in clay. 
There will be plenty of open studio time given 
so students can work independently on their 
projects. Students will leave this class with a 
deeper understanding of the clay process and 
how to carry out particular projects they want 
to delve into.
Section A:  Tuesdays, JUN 11 – JUL 16
Section B:  Tuesdays, JUL 23 – AUG 27 
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$179/M; $197/NM

Beginning and Intermediate Clay    
Alex Chinn
This class will focus on basic techniques of 
working with clay, including handbuilding and 
throwing on the potter’s wheel. Trimming, 
drying and glazing will also be covered. 
Intermediate students will get instruction 
on projects or forms of their choosing. All 
will benefit from exploring different surface 
decoration and glazing techniques. There will 
be plenty of demonstrations and one-on-one 
discussions with the instructor for all skill levels 
during this class. 
Section A:  Thursdays, JUN 13 – JUL 18  
(no class JUL 4)
10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.  (5 sessions)
$149/M; $164/NM
Section B:  Thursdays, JUL 25 – AUG 29
10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$179/M; $197/NM
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 Clay: All Levels   #1660   
David Swenson
This is an all-skill-level ceramics class that 
will teach basic to intermediate techniques for 
throwing on the potter’s wheel, handbuilding 
with clay, trimming, surface design, glazing, 
slip application and technical explanation of our 
clay bodies and glazes. Beginning students will 
learn basic skills that will lay a solid foundation 
leading to more advanced techniques. More 
experienced students will learn methods for 
creating complicated forms such as spouted 
pots, handled mugs, serving plates, and 
various altered forms. Come learn about clay, 
have a unique experience, and advance your 
understanding of the ceramic arts. Expect 
individualized lessons to the level you request.   
Section A:  Wednesdays, JUN 12 – JUL 17
Section B:  Wednesdays, JUL 24 – AUG 28
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$179/M; $197/NM

 
Saturday Clay Studio   #1602
David Swenson
Explore a variety of techniques to articulate 
your ideas in clay. Learn basic handbuilding or 
wheel throwing to expand your technical skills 
as you delve into either functional or sculptural 
projects, or both! The instructor will design and 
demonstrate skills for achieving your goals as 
you use the wheel, extruder, slab roller and 
tables to fabricate your creations. All levels are 
welcome!
Section A:  Saturdays, JUN 15 – JUL 20
Section B:  Saturdays, JUL 27 – AUG 31
9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  (6 sessions)
$179/M; $197/NM

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOP: Raku Firing with Glaze Day   
#1656  
Chris Singewald
Enjoy the fun process and gorgeous effects of 
raku firing. From bare raku effects like horse 
hair to atmospheric effects on glazed pieces 
using combustibles (sawdust/paper), it's an 
exciting experience for anyone who loves 
clay or is just curious about the process. Join 
Artistry’s Clay Studio Manager for a prep/glaze 
day (date one) paired with a raku firing (date 
two) this summer! Registrants will receive 
workshop preparation instructions upon 
registration.
Friday, JUN 28 6:00 – 8:00 p.m. (Glazing)
Saturday, JUN 29 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
(Firing) – Students may arrive at Noon if 
desired.
$62/M; $68/NM (some supplies and firing 
included)
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GLASS

Artistry’s Glass program offers classes and 
workshops in fused glass and flameworking. 
From creating fusing projects of all types to 
fashioning beads and other simple forms with a 
torch, the Glass Studio provides a comfortable, 
bright space to work in this fascinating and fun 
medium. Learn more at artistrymn.org.

WORKSHOP: Flamework Glass Beads   
#1726
Chuck Burton
Learn the basics of bead making on a small 
torch. Students will learn how to safely operate 
flame working equipment and learn about 
torches, fuels, and tools as well as properties 
of different glass types. Students will learn to 
manipulate glass in the torch to make basic 
bead shapes with various attributes and 
decorations. No previous glass experience 
is necessary. Please note that students are 
required to wear all natural fibers (cotton, linen, 
silk, etc.) and closed toe shoes. Long hair needs 
to be contained/ pulled back. You might also 
want to bring a drinking container for water, and 
a sketchbook for notes. Safety glasses will be 
provided.   
Section A:  Thursday, JUL 11  
Section B:  Thursday, JUL 25
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.  (1 session)
$71/M; $86/NM  (supplies included)
For ages 16 and up

AFFILIATED ARTS

Try something new and unique with our 
Affiliated Arts workshops. This is your chance 
to hop outside the traditional fine arts mediums 
and enjoy a fresh take with out-of-the-ordinary 
materials or delve into a craft you’ve been 
curious about. Whether you’re looking to create 
that one-of-a-kind gift or want a fun, no-
pressure art experience, these workshops are 
made for you. 

WORKSHOP: Creating Calm through 
Collage   #1563
Molly Anthony
We live in a fast-paced world and between 
rushing to this and that, it can be hard to find 
free moments for ourselves. And once we do 
find the time, our minds are still filled with to-do 
lists, painful news stories, and stress from our 
day. However, the simple act of collage can 
help to give us a few moments of peace. Use 
a variety of papers, including papers from our 
everyday lives, we will learn how to make space 
in our day for tearing apart both decorative 
papers and junk mail and reassembling them 
into something beautiful and meaningful. We 
will also learn ways to work this practice into 
our everyday lives so that when we need a 
moment of calm at work or while waiting for an 
appointment, we can use what’s around us to 
create a space for peace.
Saturday, AUG 17
10:00 a.m. – noon  (1 session)
$42/M; $46NM (supplies included)
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YOUTH & TEEN

Youth ages 4-18 enjoy a whole menu of 
short, accessible workshops that encourage 
exploration and expression. Teens can also 
enjoy ever-expanding opportunities to develop 
their interests and skills. 

Mudpuppies: Clay Exploration   #2607
Artistry Faculty
Clay provides the perfect sensory-art experience 
for little hands and big imaginations.  Exploration 
is the name of the game as creative kids get 
to squish, roll, pound, stack, and pinch clay to 
learn about 3-dimensional shapes and how we 
translate ideas into clay forms.  Participants will 
choose a piece to add details to with clay and 
painted decoration that they will have fired and 
ready for pick-up about 3 weeks later.
For ages 4-7  
Saturday, AUG 3
9:00 – 10:30 a.m.  (1 session)
$20/M; $22/NM (supplies included)

Ceramic Creature Banks  #2645
Artistry Faculty
The Clay Studio is getting a little wild this 
summer! In this fun workshop, young artists will 
create a hollow form clay animal or creature 
creation to store and save their $$$. Each bank 
will be pinched, sculpted, carved, painted and 
personalized, and ready for firing. Pick-up of final 
piece will be about 3 weeks after workshop. 
Ages 6-10  
Saturday, JUL 13
2:00 – 4:00 p.m  (1 session)
$24/M; $26/NM (supplies included)

Polymer Clay Jars and Boxes   #2923
Artistry Faculty
Budding designers discover how to make 
functional art by creating their own colorful 
container by adding flair to glass jars or metal 
tins with oven-bake polymer clay. Each student 
will learn to decorate and personalize their 
chosen container to any theme. We will sculpt, 
cut, stamp, paint and mold various elements 
to form a cohesive design for each of our 
creations. Projects will be baked for a few 
minutes and ready to take home by class-end.
Ages 8-12  
Sunday, JUN 30
2:00 – 5:00 p.m.  (1 session)
$27/M; $29/NM (supplies included)

TEENS (and TWEENS)

Teen Art Studio   #2902
Artistry facilitator
Teens get the green light to let their 
imaginations soar in a special Open Studio just 
for them. Participants get to use our standard 
art materials that include a great variety of 
painting and drawing supplies, as well as 
selected fabric, craft, and printmaking supplies.
For ages 12-18  
Fridays, JUL 19 and AUG 16
7:00 – 9:00 p.m.  (2 sessions)
FREE - Please call 952-563-8575 to register

Improv InTeensive with Brave New 
Workshop   #2315
Brave New Workshop Instructor
From beginners to seasoned improvisors, this 
is a great class for any teen to play, grow, and 
meet new people! In this session students 
will learn the building blocks of improv in an 
encouraging environment, including creating 
people, places and stories using pure ingenuity 
and imagination. Improv requires an open 
mind and a spirit of support, and so is great for 
stretching brains and building confidence. This 
fun camp is open for students of any skill level. 
Participating improvisors should plan on wearing 
shoes for movement and bring a water bottle. 
Step up to the plate and take a swing at improv!
For ages 13-18  
Monday-Friday, July 22 – 26
1:00 – 4:00 p.m.  (5 sessions) 
$126/M; $140/NM (supplies included)

Teen Clay Night   #2603
Artistry Faculty
Teens take over the Clay Studio during this fun 
open-ended workshop. Work on the wheel or 
try handbuilding to create a unique piece that 
will be clear glazed, fired, and ready for pick-up  
about 3 weeks after the workshop. Beginners 
welcome!   
For ages 12-18  
Friday, AUG 2
6:00 – 8:30 p.m.  (1 session)
$26/M; $28/NM (supplies included)
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FAMILY WORKSHOPS

Family pairs or multigenerational groups are 
invited to make art together in our fun family 
workshops. We just ask that the elder participant 
is at least 16 years of age and youngest artists 
are at least 5 (unless otherwise noted). Prices 
are per project, including adults making their 
own project. For all clay workshops, pieces will 
be clear glazed, fired, and ready for pick-up 
about 3 weeks after the workshop.

Ceramic Tiki Vase   #2646
Artistry Faculty
Multi-generational groups dive into the Clay 
Studio to explore the fascinating background 
of the tiki as they create tall totem style vases 
using slab, coil, and sculpting clay techniques.  
Each pair will form their own unique expressive 
tiki faces inspired by the one of the most 
quintessential Polynesian symbols.  
Saturday, JUN 29  1:00 – 4:00 p.m.
$27/M; $29/NM per project (supplies included)

Fancy Ceramic Bird Bowl   #2647
Artistry Faculty
Make you own keepsake ceramic piece 
complete with visiting feathered friends. Using 
texturing and sculpting techniques in clay, 
create a lovely, unique bowl, perfect for candy, 
jewelry, or trinkets. This project is perfect for 
anyone wanting to try clay for the first time or 
for anyone who is already a fan of beautiful 
functional handmade ceramics.     
Saturday, JUN 22  10:00 a.m. – noon
$27/M; $29/NM per project (supplies included)

Summer Memories Ceramic Ice Cream 
Dish Set   #2648
Erin Holt
The perfect way to savor a summer full of 
fun memories: Create your very own pair of 
ceramic ice cream dishes (on your own or as 
a group) artfully decorated with colorful paints. 
Illustrate a sunny swim, a road trip memory, 
or any favorite summer moment, and have 
your handmade pottery remind you of a great 
summer for years to come. 
Saturday, AUG 10  2:00 – 4:00 p.m.
$27/M; $29/NM per pair of bowls (supplies 
included)
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ARTISTRY ARTS CAMPS
Arts Camps run from 9:00 a.m. to Noon (AM) and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. (PM)  

WEEK
Students Entering Grade in Fall 2019

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

WEEK 1: AM
JUNE 10-14

Painter’s Studio Kid’s Pottery Studio Sketch & Paint 
Your Pet

WEEK 1: PM
JUNE 10-14

Fun with Clay Epic Illustration Fused Glass

WEEK 2: AM
JUNE 17-21

Acting 
Fundamentals Stage Design

WEEK 2: PM
JUNE 17-21

Colorful Collage 
& Mosaics Acting Basics & Audition Skills

WEEK 3: AM
JUNE 24-28

Art Outside! Clay Fairy & Toad Houses Fused Glass

WEEK 3: PM
JUNE 24-28

Draw & Paint 
Animals Indie Craft Studio Teen Pottery

July 1 -5 - NO ARTISTRY CAMPS

WEEK 4: AM
JULY 8-12

Clay Fairy & Toad Houses How & Why: 
Science & Storytelling Handmade Books

WEEK 4: PM
JULY 8-12

From the Page 
to the Stage The Artful Potter Fused Glass

WEEK 5: AM
JULY 15-19

Draw & Paint 
Animals Teen Pottery

WEEK 5: PM
JULY 15-19

Art Outside! Advanced 
Fused Glass

WEEK 6: AM
JULY 22-26

Story Dance Polymer Clay & Papier-mâché  DIY Screenprinting

WEEK 6: PM
JULY 22-26

Clay Fairy & Toad Houses Painter’s Studio Flamework Beads

WEEK 7: AM
JUL 29-AUG 2

Storybook 
Illustration

Colorful Collage 
& Mosaics Flamework Beads

WEEK 7: PM
JUL 29-AUG 2

Painter’s Studio Fun with 
Clay

Aerosol & 
Urban Art

WEEK 8: AM
AUGUST 5-9

Fun with Clay Acting 
Fundamentals Fashion Challenge

WEEK 8: PM
AUGUST 5-9

Painting 
& Pottery

Baubles 
& Bags Acting Basics & Audition Skills

Camp with The Works

Drawing, painting, glass, clay, performing arts & more for grades 1-9.
Over 45 half-day camps are open for registration, including before and after-care!

Learn more and register at artistrymn.org
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Acting Basics & Audition Skills
The stage is calling! Campers will build 
confidence in their acting and audition skills in 
this theater camp for the aspiring actor. Camp 
will include time in the theaters exploring and 
learning scenes and songs from many favorite 
plays and musicals as well as inventive theater 
games and exercises that make learning and 
practice loads of fun.
#5300A  Jun 17-21, 1-4 pm, Grades 7-9 
#5300B  Aug 5-9, 1-4 pm, Grades 7-9 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Acting Fundamentals
Theater is an incredibly fun way to get kids 
excited about social interaction and thoughtful 
self-expression. Plus it helps with confidence-
building, quick-thinking, and communication 
skills. In this inspiring camp, kids will partake 
in theater games and skill-building exercises, 
spend time on real stages, and rehearse 
scripted scenes, learning how to act a part in 
both body and voice.
#5301A  Jun 17-21, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 4-6
#5301B  Aug 5-9, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Advanced Fused Glass
This fusing studio camp is for advanced 
students who wish to make larger, more 
complex projects and refine their fusing skills. 
Students will work with the instructor on 
design concepts, planning, cutting and shaping 
techniques, and execution strategies for 
individual projects. Teens need to have taken a 
minimum of one previous fused glass class or 
camp to register. Closed-toed shoes required.
#1571  Jul 15-19, 1-4 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $165/ $148.50 members

Aerosol & Urban Art
This camp will explore the work of various 
artists working in aerosol, inspiring campers 
as they learn both hand and aerosol painting 
techniques. Class projects will focus on 
the creation of interesting and powerful 
compositions using stencils and blocking. 
Aerosol safety, where and where NOT to paint, 
and appropriate uses will be discussed as 
campers develop personal expression with 
an eye for building community, collaboration, 
communication, and respect through public art.
#5100  Jul 29-Aug 2, 1-4 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $155/$139.50 members

Art Outside!
Art explorers will step outside into the Civic 
Plaza’s “big backyard” for outdoor painting, 
drawing, and mixed-media sessions, 
appreciating the blooming flowers, swaying 
trees, and shimmering pond (complete with 
resident turtles!), and learning how to capture 
the magic of nature in their own art.
#5400A  Jun 24-28, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 1-3 
#5400B  Jul 15-19, 1-4 pm, Grade 2-5 
Fee: $140/$126 members

The Artful Potter
Campers will attend to the surface of their 
own wheel-thrown and hand-built forms in this 
camp all about exploring texture, decoration, 
and finishing hand-made pottery. Introduction 
to design tools, special clay paints, decals, 
and glaze will be covered. Due to the bisque 
and glaze firing process projects will need to 
be picked up about three weeks after the last 
class. Please bring a brown paper bag and 
newspaper to the first class (to pack projects 
for transport).
#5160  July 8-12, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6
Fee: $150/$135 members

Baubles and Bags
What fun to be able to create your very own 
personalized accessories! Campers will learn 
beading, jewelry-making, and hand-sewing 
to create wearables like bracelets, necklaces, 
handbags, and other fun and fanciful projects.
#5200  Aug 5-9, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $155/ $139.50 members

Camp with The Works Museum
We’re partnering with The Works to bring you 
two camps that explore what happens when 
engineering and art collide! Build with cool tools 
and materials in The Workshop at The Works, or 
create in real artist studios here at Artistry with 
instructors from The Works. Two organizations, 
two locations, two great camps. Each camp will 
be unique, so join us for one or both! Session 1 
of this camp will be held at The Works Museum 
and you must register at www.theworks.org.
Register with The Works for the July camp! 
Jul 15-18 (no camp Jul 19), 1-4 pm Grade 6-8 
#5500  Aug 5-9, 1-4 pm, Grade 6-8 
Fee: $165/$148.50 members
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Clay Fairy & Toad Houses
Dive into a magical world where fairytales 
come alive through art-making. Campers will 
work in the Clay Studio to create sturdy fairy 
and toad houses with all the bells and whistles 
using basic hand-building techniques. Due to 
the bisque and glaze firing process projects 
will need to be picked up about three weeks 
after the last class. Please bring a brown paper 
bag and newspaper to the first class (to pack 
projects for transport).
#5161A  Jun 24-28, 9 am-12 pm,  Grade 4-6 
#5161B  Jul 8-12, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 1-3 
#5161C  Jul 22-26, 1-4 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $150/$135 members

Colorful Collage & Mosaics
Campers will explore collage and mosaic art, 
piecing together intricate designs and learning 
about color choice, composition, and storytelling 
as the art unfolds. Using bright papers for 
collage, and glass, ceramic, stone, and shells for 
mosaics, campers will create their own mosaic 
art as well as a collaborative piece.
#5201A  Jun 17-21,1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
#5201B  Jul 29-Aug 2, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $155/$139.50 members

DIY Screenprinting
In this camp all about the art of screenprinting, 
campers will develop their own custom designs 
for bags, t-shirts, and more! Through exploration 
of pattern, color, and composition, artistic 
designs will be created using stencils carefully 
cut with an Exact-o knife, then applied to the 
screen. Young printmaking enthusiasts will learn 
the skill of hand-pulling prints with special inks 
to achieve exciting results.
#5202  Jul 22-26, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $155/$139.50 members

Draw & Paint Animals
Campers take a walk through the wild as they 
draw and paint both real and imaginary animals. 
Each day at camp will be a new adventure into 
the forest, out on the ocean, across the desert, 
or up in the air. From scales to feathers, talons 
to beaks, campers will learn all about the colors, 
shapes, and textures that can make up the 
awesome animals all over the world.
#5401A  Jun 24-28, 1-4 pm, Grade 1-3 
#5401B  Jul 15-19, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 2-5 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Epic Illustration
Have you ever imagined your own characters? 
Campers will use traditional mediums to bring 
them to life in this adventure in illustration. 
Young illustrators will explore professional 
character design techniques to create their own 
great adventurers, dastardly villains, silly animal 
sidekicks, and more! From Anime and Manga 
drawing styles to children’s books, animation, 
and comics, an exciting range of inspiring 
illustration will be discovered. 
#5110  Jun 10-14, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Fashion Challenge
Calling all aspiring fashion designers! This camp 
lets the creativity shine as campers upcycle old 
clothes into custom fashions using hand and 
machine sewing techniques. Fabric scraps, 
old jeans, and t-shirts will be supplied. The 
week culminates in a fun fashion show where 
designers show off their uniquely transformed 
creations.
#5140  Aug 5-9, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 6-9 
Fee: $140/$126 members

From the Page to the Stage
Calling all young actors and avid readers! Each 
day of the week, campers’ favorite picture 
books will be turned into plays! Fantastical fun is 
created as campers dig into their actor’s toolbox 
bursts while exploring some excellent children’s 
literature. Each camper should bring a favorite 
picture book to one of the first three days of 
camp. At the end of camp, a favorite story will 
be shared with family and friends who can 
arrive for the last 20 minutes on Friday.
#5302  Jul 8-12, 1-4 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $150/$135 member

Flamework Beads
This exciting camp will focus on the creation 
of glass beads using glass rods and small 
torches. Aspiring glass artists will learn how to 
use studio equipment and flameworking tools 
safely as they are taught about various glass 
properties, techniques for operating a small 
torch, how to manipulate glass, and how to 
make colorful beads with various decorative 
elements. No previous experience necessary. 
Long hair must be tied back and clothing should 
be made with natural fibers.
#5172A  Jul 22-26, 1-4 pm, Gade 7-9 
#5172B  Jul 29-Aug 2, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $165/$148.50 membersSU
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Fun with Clay
Young artists learn what it’s like to work in a real 
clay studio in this cool camp all about building 
foundational skills with clay. Hand-building 
techniques will be explored to create unique 
projects including sculptures and functional 
pieces. Campers add creative flair as they apply 
decorative elements with stamps and special 
clay paints. All projects will be clear glazed for 
finishing. Due to the bisque and glaze firing 
process projects will need to be picked up about 
three weeks after the last class. Please bring 
a brown paper bag and newspaper to the first 
class (to pack projects for transport).
#5111A  Jun 10-14, 1-4 pm, Grade 1-3 
#5111B  Jul 29-Aug 2, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
#5111C  Aug 5-9, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $150/$135 members

Fused Glass
This camp explores the fascinating medium 
of fused glass. Campers will learn the basics 
of working with glass, including how to cut it, 
shape it, and fuse it in the kiln. Studio and tool 
safety will be covered, as well as basic design 
and glass fusing skills. Students will work on 
multiple small projects throughout the week. 
Due to final firings, some projects will need to 
be picked up one-two weeks after the last class.  
Closed toed-shoes required.
#5170A  Jun 10-14, 1-4 pm, Grade 7-9 
#5170B  Jun 24-28, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 7-9 
#5170C  Jul 8-12, 1-4 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $165/$148.50 members

Handmade Books
Campers will create one-of-a-kind journals and 
artist books to use at home, at school, or to note 
and sketch on as they go on travel adventures. 
Lessons and projects will illustrate how to create 
different book formats including folded and 
stitched books. Beginner bookbinding techniques 
in the traditional Japanese to modern Coptic 
styles, and incorporating unexpected materials 
will be covered. Safety, tools, materials, form and 
function will also be discussed.
#5203  Jul 8-12, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $150/$135 members

How & Why: Science and Storytelling
Calling all curious nature lovers! Have you 
always wondered why rabbits and bears have 
short tails, when so many other animals have 
long ones? What about giraffe’s neck, elephant’s 
trunk, or that wacky platypus? Starting with 
scientific facts, campers will craft their own 
“How or Why” stories and learn to perform 
them. These wonderful, inventive stories will be 
shared on the last day of camp. Campers are 
encouraged to bring their favorite nonfiction 
animal book to camp on the first day.
#5303  Jul 8-12, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $150/$135 members

Indie Craft Studio
Print your own pillowcase, construct an LED 
lamp, decoupage a desk caddy, and more! 
In this make-it-yourself camp, designers and 
decorators get the green light to put a personal 
touch on functional items drawing inspiration 
from designers and makers who are making a 
splash in the DIY world. 
#5204  Jun 24-28, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $155/$139.50 members

Kid’s Pottery Studio
From raising forms on the potter’s wheel 
to hand-building, campers explore the 
fundamentals of shaping clay in a real clay 
studio. Projects created will include both 
decorative sculptures and functional pieces. All 
projects will be painted with colorful slips and 
clear glazed for finishing. Due to the bisque 
and glaze firing process projects will need to be 
picked up about three weeks after the last class. 
Please bring a brown paper bag and newspaper 
to the first class (to pack projects for transport).
#5162A  Jun 10-14, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 4-6 
#5162B  Jul 29-Aug 2, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $150/$135 members

Painter’s Studio
This camp is a painter’s paradise! Students 
will learn about brush-handling, color-mixing, 
blending, block-outs, stamping, stencils, 
washes, and other exciting mark-making 
techniques. Use of color and composition will 
also be covered. Students will create projects on 
paper and canvas board.
#5101A  Jun 10-14, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 1-3 
#5101B  Jul 22-26, 1-4 pm, Grade 4-6 
#5101C  Jul 29-Aug 2, 1-4 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $140/$126 members
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Painting & Pottery
This exciting camp gets campers creating in 
multiple mediums. With days hand-building  in 
the Clay Studio and days in the Painting Studio, 
this camp is perfect for kiddos who benefit from 
switching directions. From 2D to 3D, campers 
will make connections between art techniques 
as they transfer skills between mediums. Due 
to the bisque and glaze firing process, clay 
projects will need to be picked up about three 
weeks after the last class. Please bring a brown 
paper bag and newspaper to the first class (to 
pack projects for transport).
#5402B  Aug 5-9, 1-4 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $150/$135 members

Polymer Clay & Papier-mâché  
Learn to create in 3D! Campers will start by 
making small maquettes of their ideas for a 
larger sculpture using polymer clay. They will 
use Sculpey to gain an understanding of the 
3D aspects of their art and decide on one idea 
to take into a larger form using papier-mâché. 
Finishing touches in paint and materials with 
interesting textures will complete their sculptural 
masterpiece. 
#5205  Jul 22-26, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 4-6 
Fee: $155/$139.50 members

Stage Design
The magic of the stage is explored in this fun 
camp for theater-loving kids. Campers learn 
how to create sketches utilizing perspective 
and the effects of light and shadow, then move 
onto making set models, props, and more, while 
learning fascinating narrative and technical 
tricks that make sets come to life.  Young 
designers visualize and create their very own 
designs for use by Artistry acting camps during 
the summer. Real backstage visits and on-stage 
work in the theaters on site make for a genuine, 
exciting experience. 
#5304  Jun 17-21, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $150/$135 members

Sketch & Paint Your Pet
Animals are a favorite subject in art, and in this 
camp the subjects are furry family members. 
Campers will learn to render their pets and/or 
favorite animals, starting with exploring shape and 
volume with sketching studies, then focusing in 
on painterly detail to capture Fido’s friendly face 
or Whiskers’ whimsy. By week’s end, campers will 
have pet portraits to love for life.
#5403  Jun 10-14, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 6-9 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Storybook Illustration
Young illustrators will bring their favorite 
stories to life as they discover fun illustration 
techniques for bringing their own imagined 
characters to life.  By studying favorite authors 
and illustrators’ work and exploring with all sorts 
of drawing and painting media, campers will be 
given the tools to put together their own one-of-
a-kind complete storybook ready for sharing at 
the end of the camp week. 
#5112  Jul 29-Aug 2, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Story Dance
Campers get movin’ and groovin’ with an 
awesome arts camp that lets stories shine 
through dance and simple puppetry. Inspired 
by colors and movement in the natural world, 
young artists will discover how to construct a 
story with others then use dance and handmade 
props and puppets to effectively tell their 
exciting tales.  
#5305  Jul 22-26, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 1-3 
Fee: $140/$126 members

Teen Pottery
Aspiring potters review studio basics and 
expand skill sets in hand-building, working on 
the potter’s wheel, and surface decoration. This 
is a great experience for campers interested 
in focusing in on the art of pottery, whether 
they’re just starting out or continuing on their 
clay journey. Due to the bisque and glaze firing 
process projects will need to be picked up about 
three weeks after the last class. Please bring 
a brown paper bag and newspaper to the first 
class (to pack projects for transport).
#5163A  Jun 24-28, 1-4 pm, Grade 7-9 
#5163B  Jul 15-19, 9 am-12 pm, Grade 7-9 
Fee: $150/$135 members
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ONLINE at artistrymn.org. 
 
BY PHONE at 952-563-8575. 
 
IN PERSON 
Stop by our office between 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 

 

Other Registration Information
Registering constitutes the registrant’s acceptance 
of all terms, conditions, and policies. 

Please see full Registration Policy and Terms and 
Conditions at artistrymn.org 

PAYMENT 
Full payment is required to secure your space in 
class. There will be a $25 charge for returned 
checks. 
 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
Scholarships are available for children and adults. 
Call us at 952-563-8575 for more information. 
 
REFUND POLICY 
If you cancel your registration, we will refund your 
tuition (less a $15 administration fee and less any 
related discount for multiple registrations) provided 
you cancel five or more business days before the 
start of the class. Cancellation after that time will 
not be eligible for a refund. Membership fees are 
non-refundable. 
 
DISCOUNTS

Member Discount: Artistry members receive a 
discount on tuition. Membership is open to all. 

10% Multiple Class Discount: Students can 
receive a 10% discount when registering for 
multiple 5-8 week classes at the same time from 
this catalog. Online registrations will receive a 
10% refund after the registration is processed. 
Not included in 10% discount: workshops, master 
classes, and Summer Art Camps. 

 

NO RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT 
You do not have to be a Bloomington resident 
or Artistry member to participate in any of our 
programs. 

ART MATERIALS FOR CLASSES 
All materials for adult classes, unless otherwise 
noted, must be supplied by students at their 
own expense. Supply lists for adult classes are 
available online, or call Artistry to have one sent to 
you. Materials for youth classes are included in the 
cost of the class unless otherwise noted. 
 
ABSENTEE POLICY 
We will not refund tuition for missed classes or 
pro-rate for late registrations or known absences.  
 
AGE REQUIREMENT 
Except for Youth & Teen classes and Family 
Workshops, all students must be aged 16 and up 
unless otherwise noted. 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
If you have special needs that may impact your 
participation, please let us know. Staff will contact 
you before the class to discuss accommodations. 
We may not be able to ensure reasonable 
accommodations with less than three weeks’ notice.

PHOTO RELEASE 
Registration for Artistry education programs implies 
permission granted to Artistry and program partners 
to use photographs of students for promotional or 
education purposes. If I do not grant permission 
for use of images, I will send a letter to Artistry 
expressing my wishes. 
  

 
 

How to Register

Please register early - To better serve you, please register as early as possible to secure your 
place in the class(es) of your choice. Classes that do not make their minimum enrollment may 
be cancelled 5-12 days before the date the class is scheduled to begin.

Artistry would like to thank the Xcel Energy 
Foundation for their generous support of our 
youth arts education programs.
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